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VETSENS P02 probe

With the Vetsens probe, there have been a few
cable failures caused by tension at the end of
the yellow connector. This is caused by the long
term flexing of the cable or accidental strong
tugs when the cable gets caught. While this is
consistent with normal oximeter pulse oximeter
use, any failure needs investigating. We noticed
that in the original picture of the pulse oximeter
(see the next page), the connector had a blue
rubber stress relief. The American connector
manufacturer has now supplied some new
rubber stress reliefs which we will now add to
all repairs and new VETSENS P02 pulse
oximeters to improve reliability.

VETSENS P02 KIT

Due to a number or inquiries, we have decided
to assemble a new kit called the VETSENS P02
kit. This kit has everything in the VETSENS
ROAM kit and also a spare probe. One probe
will be supplied with the long probe clip while
the spare probe will have the short probe clip.
Having a spare probe means the VETSENS P02
pulse oximeter will work for many years
without needing repair.

EASYBEAT Straight Breath Sense Adaptor

When the Easybeat was first released, breath
sense adaptors were not commonly available so

a purple breath sense adaptor was designed by
EasyVet and made in Australia. Since then some
unauthorised blue breathing tube connectors
have appeared on the market from an unknown
supplier. The purple (and blue) adaptors have a
tendency to splinter and crack after a short
period. As an upgrade, Vetsens has been
supplying industry standard quality transparent
right angle adaptors. A recent request for a
straight connector has added a new straight
breath sense adaptor (Order DB10 4941).

Medical Equipment

Every now and then, Vetsens finds
opportunities to pick up used medical
equipment which can prove very useful to Vet
surgeries. At present, these items are listed on
Ebay under vetsens.com/ebay.html:

Storz cold light fountain
Stryker Hummer 2 Microdebrider
BFWMaxenon 2xheadlamps + video i/face
Arthocare Atlas diathermy

Most items are missing some or all of the
accessories, but are in reasonable to good
condition. Also, a new lot is arriving soon with
some NIBP/Spo2 units on stands, O2 pin index
regulators, O2 flow meters, Medical Air flow
meters and Medical Air outlet T connectors.
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